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ABSTRACT 

Change is. But how we deal with change, the nature of change we 

experience, and how change affects our lives is a unique experience for each of us. 

The purpose of this qualitative (phenomenological) study has been to describe 

and interpret the lived world of older Cook Islanders through the narratives of eight 

participants. The narratives arose from the response to the question set fo r thi s study 

·Whal does ii 111ea11 lo he a11 oldff ( 'ook !sla11der /il'illK a /{Ii! d11ri11K marked 

cha11K('.'J The experience of these older Cook Islanders is embedded in the centrality 

of fam ily, community and religion in their daily life practices, and the textual 

interpretation of these interviews offers an insight into what they experi enced as 

meaningful and significant in their ' traditional ' way of living-a-life during much 

change. Heideggarian hermeneutical analysis (HHA), the particular 

phenomenological approach used fo r this research project, not only uncovered the 

many changes experienced by the panicipants, but how they perceived the change 

and, imponantly, how deeply they cherish aspects of their ' place· in their Cook 

Island communities. 

Through analysis o f these transcribed, audiotaped, interviews the research tea 111 

was able to identify the nature of common meanings, concerns and experiences 

across all the texts and, finally, a constitutive pattern which expresses relationshi ps 

between themes. Four main themes stood out from what the panicipants revealed as 

the main changes they saw, what the effects of these changes were and what areas of 

their li fe these changes had impacted upon. From the themes of 'the de1 •i/ i11 the 

ca11 '. 'the //"c!e that 11·as11 't thae '. 'fallKllUKe : i11 the /uJ/fse <f hei11K', and 'an 

1111dw11gi11K 1•aria111 : the dwn.;h as co11stw1l'.)' · two relational themes emerged, 

strongly highlighting for the participants the importance of remembering and 

restoring ' traditional' parts of Cook Island life and challenges and choices they have 

faced through the changes that have impacted on them. · As the seven step 

hermeneutical analysis proceeded, the two relational themes: 'reme111heri11g is 

restoring : deliKhl in memories and the se(f, and 'prickles and roses : chctlle11Kes 

and choices' linked to the constitutive pattern 'Keepers <l the 1Fay : play i11g a 

s11.,·tai11i11K role · which unfolded as the major finding of the research. The pattern 

describes transformations in their approaches to the fami liar, cherished role of being 

'keepers <?f the way : play i11R a s11stai11i11K role' . One aspect, they tell us is related 

to their traditional role as 'sustainer of traditional ways', but from their many life 

experiences they have also developed a tolerance for being open to possibilities of 



new ways-of-being, accepting, redefining, or rejecting these lived experiences 

through time, as they see appropriate. In all the interviews the participants spoke of 

how impo11ant it was for them to teach and restore what they saw were important 

parts of Cook Islands culture What has been disclosed is that change is not rejected 

arbitrarily but that they believe, or hope, it can be regu lated to a certain extent by 

their actions and that their future is seen to be possible by way of the past and the 

present . As they thoughtfully and reflecti vely regarded the experience of li ving 

through marked change in their ' traditional ' communities they, also, showed an 

awareness of a need, as appropriate, to be open and affirmative of the possibilities 

that might exist in present and emerging change in Cook Island society 

·the passing of the p;1st is so 111ething else than'' h;1 t it has been . 

It is the ga thering of\\hat it endu res·. Mai-tin Heidegger 
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